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Four numerical simulations of the NASA Active Noise Control Fan rig with some modifications have been

performed to investigate the influence of the heterogeneity of the stator row on the tonal noise radiation for a realistic

turbofan with a high hub-to-tip ratio. These simulations achieved with the Powerflow solver based on the lattice

Boltzmann method provide a direct acoustic prediction for both tonal and broadband noise. The numerical

simulations are used to evaluate the noise contributions of the rotor-wake interaction with the stator vanes, and the

rotor interaction with both the inlet distortion and the potential field generated by the stator row. Analytical models

are evaluated on this configuration using the flow description provided by the simulations. Rotor-wake and inlet-

distortion interaction noise generation with in-duct propagation uses the classical Amiet’s response, whereas Parry’s

model is used for the rotor response to the potential field. The simulation is used to evaluate simple excitation models

for the potential field and the rotor-wake evolutions. The analytical results for homogeneous and heterogeneous

configurations compare well with the detailed acoustic modal powers extracted from the direct acoustic field

simulated with Powerflow. The wake interaction remains the dominant source in the present heterogeneous

configurations.

Nomenclature

A = amplitude of g [see Eq. (9)]
a; b = ellipse parameters
am; bm = interpolation parameters
B = number of rotor blades
B = phase angle from duct to profile coordinates
b = blade/vane half-chord
CR; CS; CMS = blade, vane, and modified vane chord,

respectively
c0 = speed of sound
dR∕S = rotor–stator distance
E = Fresnel integral
Enj = duct radial function
ES; Es = modified Fresnel functions
er; eθ; ex = cylindrical unit vectors
Fm = Fourier coefficient of the upwash velocity
FT; FD = axial and tangential lift components,

respectively
f = force exerted by the blade/vane surface S on the

fluid
f�M� = function to account for the compressibility

effects at high frequency in the Sear’s response
G = annular duct Green’s function
g = normalized pressure jump
Jn = Bessel function of the first kind of order n
j = radial order of the duct mode �n; j�
K = conformal mapping parameter
K = convective wave number [see Eq. (9)]

k = vane summation index
kc = complex aerodynamic wave number
kd = damping coefficient
km = gust acoustic wave number
kx; ky = streamwise and normal aerodynamic wave

number, respectively
k0 = acoustic wave number
l = unsteady lift function
Ma = mean duct axial Mach number
M = local Mach number
m = loading harmonic index
Nnj = coefficient of duct radial function
Nnj = amplitude in duct mode shape function
n = azimuthal order of the duct mode �n; j�
P = aerodynamic unsteady pressure
p = acoustic pressure
q = parameter of the conforming mapping
Rd�r; θ; x� = cylindrical reference frame (fixed to the duct)
RH; RT = hub and tip duct radius, respectively
S = radial cut perimeter
S = Sears’s function
S = blade surface
s = blade-passing frequency index
T = time period
Tbpp = blade-passing period
Tq = conformal mapping
Tnj;Dnj = modal coefficients of loading components

(axial and tangential, respectively)
t; τ = observer and emission time, respectively
U;Uc = freestream and convection speed, respectively
upot = upwash velocity
ûabs = Fourier coefficient of absolute velocity
V = number of stator vanes
w0 = gust amplitude
wm = aerodynamic gust of loading harmonic m
x = �r; θ; x�observer position inRd reference frame
x 0 = �r 0; θ 0; x 0� sourceposition inRd reference frame
x0 = source plane localization
�xc; yc� = blade/vane Cartesian coordinate system
Yn = Bessel function of the second kind of order n
z = complex number
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β = compressibility parameter
β; βa = compressibility parameters based onM andMa,

respectively
Γnj = duct radial function normalization factor
θi �i � 1; 4� = constants in radiation integrals
γnj = axial wave number
κnj = cutoff criterion
λ = wavelength
μ = frequency parameter
τnj = phase angle in duct mode shape function

definition
ρ0 = fluid density
Φ�z� = complex error function of argument z
φ0 = modified acoustic potential solution to the

Helmholtz equation
χnj = duct eigenvalues
χR; χS; χMS = blade, vane, and modified vane stagger angle
Ω = engine rotational speed, rad/s
ω = acoustic angular frequency
ωm = gust angular frequency

Subscripts

n = azimuthal mode order
j = radial mode order

Superscripts

� = downstream and upstream propagation
− = made nondimensional by b
⋆ = Fourier conjugate
δ = relative to potential effect

I. Introduction

TO REDUCE pollutant emissions and fuel consumption, future
turbofan architectures will have increased bypass ratio and

reduced size of the nacelle. The advantage of such engines is to reach
the necessary thrust at takeoff with a smaller fan rotational speed. In
terms of acoustic emission, it is changing the relative contribution of
noise sources; in particular, the interaction of the rotor wakes with
the outlet guiding vanes (OGVs) becomes dominant especially
because the fan OGV distance is reduced. Furthermore, structural
components are included in the stator row, yielding a heterogeneity
that generates stronger upstream distortions and induce additional
noise sources on the fan itself. Noise prediction tools based on
analytical models must be improved to account for these new
challenges.
The present work addresses a simplified but representative

configuration to isolate the effect of the heterogeneity of the OGVon
tonal noise sources. It mostly focuses on the potential field distortion
interacting with the rotor and compares it with the rotor–stator wake
interaction that has beenmore intensively studied by de Laborderie et
al. [1–3], Holewa et al. [4], and more recently Bonneau et al. [5] and
Daroukh et al. [6], for instance. Compared with the last three studies,
the present heterogeneity does not involve massive bifurcations that
create strong flow modifications in the blades passages so that the
various noise sources could be more easily separated. The baseline
configuration of theNASAActiveNoiseControl Fan (ANCF) test rig
is used as a reference case typical of a low-speed high-bypass-ratio
turbofan. TheANCFhas been intensively studied at theAeroacoustic
Propulsion Laboratory facility at NASA Glenn Research Center.
Measurements have been performed on various stage configurations
and flow conditions, yielding a large aerodynamic and acoustic
database [7–9]. Therefore, this low hub-to-tip ratio axial fan stage
provides an excellent test bed for aeroacoustic code validation of
ducted turbomachines with significant modal content. Moreover, the
relatively lowMach number of the ANCF allows comparing various
numerical approaches, solving either the Navier–Stokes equations
[10] or theBoltzmann equations for the gas dynamics. Detailed three-
dimensional (3-D) turbulent compressible unsteady simulations have

been recently performed on two configurations of this fan stage using
a lattice Boltzmannmethod (LBM) particularly adapted to lowMach
numbers [11–13]. These simulations including the full geometry of
the installation were shown to accurately reproduce the acoustic
measurements made in the anechoic facility. They complement the
experimental database by possibly providing a direct insight into
the aerodynamic sources (mainly the rotor wakes impinging on the
stator) in addition to the in-duct and far-field direct acoustic
propagation.
From the baseline LBM simulation with a homogeneous stator

row, a heterogeneous configuration is built by enlarging a single
stator vane, keeping the profile definition and blade stacking
identical. For the same operating condition, the heterogeneous
configuration allows isolating the influence of the potential effect of
the stator row limiting the strongmodification of flow structure in the
machine. This case is intensively used to calibrate and validate
analytical methods used for the noise predictions of realistic
turbofans.
The numerical setups of the homogeneous and heterogeneous

configurations are described in Sec. II. The aeroacoustic models for
tonal noise are described in Sec. III. The analytical and numerical
excitationmodels as well as the unsteady blade loading are studied in
Sec. IV, and the acoustic predictions based on analytical and
numerical approaches are compared in Sec. V.

II. Numerical Simulation of a Simplified
Heterogeneous Configuration

The present simulations use the Powerflow solver 5.0a based on
the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The approach is naturally
transient and compressible, providing a direct insight into
hydrodynamic mechanisms responsible for the acoustic emission
but also into acoustic propagation in the nacelle and outside in the
free field.
Instead of studying macroscopic fluid quantities, the LBM tracks

the time and space evolution on a lattice grid of a truncated particle
distribution function. The particle distribution evolution is driven to
the equilibrium by the so-called collision operator, approximated by
the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook model. The discrete lattice Boltzmann
equations need to be solved for a finite number of particle velocities.
The discretization retained in Powerflow involves 19 discrete
velocities for the third-order truncation of the particle distribution
function, which has been shown sufficient to recover the Navier–
Stokes equations for a perfect gas at lowMach number in isothermal
conditions [14–16]. In Powerflow, a single relaxation time is used,
which is related to the dimensionless laminar kinematic viscosity
[17]. This relaxation time is replaced by an effective turbulent
relaxation time that is derived from a systematic renormalization
group procedure detailed in Chen et al. [18]. It captures the large
structures in the anechoic room (included in the computational
domain) but also the small turbulent scales that develop along the
blade and duct surfaces where wall-law boundary conditions
accounting for pressure gradients are applied using specular
reflections [19]. The particular extension of themethod developed for
rotating machines can be found in Zhang et al. [20].
With this method, the flowfield is computed on the full test rig of

the Aero-Acoustic Propulsion Laboratory at NASA Glenn Research
Center [7–9]. Only the rotor driving system and the measurement
system are not considered in the setup. A detail of the ducted fan is
shown in Fig. 1. The actual laboratory is also replaced by a very large
anechoic room of dimensions 132 × 113 × 113 m to mimic the
actual experimental setup and to include damping zones around it.
The present full setup is similar to the one used in previous studies
[11,12]. The configuration includes the 1.22-m-diam duct with the
precise geometry for the bellmouth and the hub. The study focuses on
the nominal fan conditions; the fan hasB � 16 blades and is rotating
at 1800 rpm. The tip clearance of 0.05% fan diameter is ignored by
extruding the blades to the duct. The finest grid resolution around the
rotor and stator is 0.1% fan diameter and 0.2% fan diameter in the
interstage space. The refinement is not sufficient to capture all
turbulent scales, as shown in a previous study [13], but it is sufficient
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to capture the deterministic interactions between the rotor and the
stator and to propagate acoustic waves within the nacelle up to the
third blade-passing frequency (BPF) harmonic thanks to the very
low-dissipation properties of the LBM numerical method. With this
model, converged results are obtained within three weeks using 288
processors allowing some parametric studies at a reasonable cost. In
the present work, two stator configurations have been investigated to
isolate the effect of the stator heterogeneity. The rotor–stator distance
dR∕S � 0.5CR is measured at the hub and given in terms of rotor
chord CR. Two OGV configurations are investigated with a vane
count ofV � 14 or 26 respectively. The comparison of the two setups
allows investigating the heterogeneity impact on the first blade-
passing frequency, which is cut on in the homogeneous configuration
with V � 14 vanes and cut off in the homogeneous configuration
with V � 26 vanes. In the homogeneous configuration, all vanes are
identical, whereas in the heterogeneous configuration, one single
vane is scaled up by a factor 1.5, keeping the leading-edge aligned
with all other vanes. For the four simulations, the same mesh
refinement zones are used based on thework of Mann et al. [11]. The
simulation time step is 2.44 × 10−6 s. A transient time of 10 fan
rotations is observed for all configurations; then, volume
measurements are recorded in a volume around the rotor–stator
stage 26 times per blade-passing period Tbpp � 2π∕BΩ, yielding a
sampling frequency of 12,480 Hz. Additional axial extraction planes
are recorded upstream of the rotor row, in the middle of the rotor–
stator interstage, and downstream of the OGV with a smaller
sampling period of Tbpp∕123 corresponding to a sampling frequency
of 59,040 Hz to extract the upstream distortion, the velocity deficit in
the rotor wakes, and the acoustic power in the duct.

III. Aeroacoustic Analytical Models

The rotor/stator is mounted in an infinite annular duct of constant
section. The cylindrical reference frame Rd�r; θ; x� is fixed to the
duct with its axial direction corresponding to the machine axis
oriented toward the exhaust of the duct.
For the implementation of analytical models, the true blades and

vanes are simplified to flat plates extruded over the radial direction.
The blades and vanes are divided into 19 strip elements on which
neither sweep nor lean are considered, and the chord C and stagger
angle χ defined from the machine axis are assumed constant over the
strip heights. This so-called strip theory allows to capture the main
variations of geometry and flow parameters over the duct section.

The parameters extracted from the ANCF geometry at midspan are
given in Table 1.
For the acoustic propagation, with the rotational speed of the

machine being low, the swirl effects are ignored [21]. Only an
inviscid mean axial flow of Mach numberMa is considered. Within
these assumptions, Goldstein’s analogy [22] provides the acoustic
pressure in the duct resulting from the force f exerted by the blade
surface S on the fluid using the annular duct Green’s function G, the
expression of which is provided in the frequency domain in
Appendix A:

p�x; t� �
Z

T

−T

ZZ
S�τ�

∂G�x; tjx 0; τ�
∂x 0

i

fi�x 0; τ� dS�x 0� dτ (1)

where T is a large but finite time period sufficient to capture all the
aerodynamic effects on the sound; τ and t are the emission and
reception times; and x 0 and x are the source and observer positions,
respectively, in the duct coordinate system.
Neglecting the radial component of the force, the latter can be

decomposed as a thrust (axial) component and a drag (tangential)
component, f � FDeθ � FTex, that are related to the unsteady lift l:
FD � sign�χ�l�xc� cos�χ� and FT � sign�χ�l�xc� sin�χ�, with the
force on the blade pointing toward the suction side. Because of the
low counts of rotor blades and stator vanes, an isolated airfoil
response model is used to compute the pressure jump.

A. Homogeneous Rotor Row

For the rotor with B identical blades experiencing a periodic
excitation over a revolution, the acoustic pressure due to the potential
distortion can be expressed at a given harmonic of the blade-passing
frequency (ω � sBΩ) as

psB�x� �
B

2

X�∞

n�−∞

X�∞

j�1

Enj�r�
Γnjκnj

ei�nθ−γ
�
njx� × �nD�

nj − γ�njT
�
nj� (2)

with the modal coefficientsD�
nj and T

�
nj defined as the integration of

the lift weighted by a noncompactness phase shift over the blade
surface. After a change of variable to make the abscissa
dimensionless with the half-chord xc � xc∕b and neglecting phase
angles (that do not contribute to the acoustic power in the present
single-strip approximation), D�

nj and T�
nj can be written as

D�
nj � �RT − RH�Enj�r 0�

b

r

Z
1

−1
e−iBxc l�xc� sin�χ� dxc

T�
nj � �RT − RH�Enj�r 0�

b

r

Z
1

−1
e−iBxc l�xc� cos�χ� dxc (3)

where the phase angle B � b�γ�nj cos χ − �n∕r 0� sin χ� comes from
the wave number expressed in the blade Cartesian coordinates.
By integrating the expression of the acoustic intensity originally

proposed byCantrell andHart over the duct section, the upstream and
downstream acoustic powers are written as

Π� � πβ4aB
2

2Γnjρ0c0

X∞
s�1

X�∞

n�−∞

X∞
j�0

sBΩjnD�
nj − γ�njT

�
njj2

κnj�sBΩ∕c0 � κnjMa�2
(4)

with βa �
����������������
1 −M2

a

p
[22–24].

Table 1 Geometrical parameters of the rotor–stator stage

Row Blade/vane number Chord, cm Stagger angle, deg Solidity (chord/blade gap)

Rotor B � 16 CR � 13.4 χR � −53.7 0.86
Stator V � 14 or 26 CS � 11.5 χR � 9.9 0.65 or 1.20
Modified vane — — CMS � 17.3 χMS � 9.6 — —

Fig. 1 Simulated geometrywith half the nacelle hidden for visualization
purpose. The modified vane is highlighted in purple.
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B. Heterogeneous Stator Row

For the stator, each vane is submitted to a periodic excitation from
the rotor wakes. The pressure from the rotor–stator interaction can be
expressed at the harmonic of the blade-passing frequency sBΩ as a
sum over all stator vanes:

psB�x� �
1

2

X�∞

n�−∞

X�∞

j�1

Enj�r�
Γnjκnj

ei�nθ−γ
�
njx�

×
XV−1
k�0

eik�sB−n��2π∕V��nD�
nj;k − γ�njT

�
nj;k� (5)

where the double sum is limited to the acoustic duct modes �n; j�
excited by the rotor–stator interaction following the extended Tyler
and Sofrin’s rule [5,25,26]:

sign�Ω�sB − n � m with:m ∈ Z (6)

with the same expression forD�
nj;k and T

�
nj;k as in Eq. (3), accounting

for the specific half-chord bk and stagger angle χk of each vane.
In the previous expressions, the remaining terms to be calculated

are the loadings of the blades/vanes, detailed in the next sections.

C. Amiet’s Blade/Vane Response

The lift response function for an airfoil in rectilinear motion to a
harmonic gust at the angular frequency ωm � mΩ, with m the
loading harmonic index defined by

wm � w0e
i�kxxc�kyyc−ωmt� (7)

is given as the conjugate of the expression provided by Amiet [27],
accounting only for gusts parallel to the leading edge:

l�xc� � 2πρ0Uw0g
⋆�xc; kx; 0;M� (8)

where g⋆ is the normalized pressure jump given in Appendix B
(⋆ denotes the conjugate required because of a different convention in
the Fourier transform). Uc is the convection velocity of the gust
assumed to be equal to the freestreamvelocityU in the reference frame
of the blade; kx � ωmb∕U the dimensionless axial wave number;
μ � bkm∕β2, where km � ωm∕c0 is the acoustic wave number of the
gust; andM is the local Mach number seen by the airfoil. The overbar
defines a variable made dimensionless by the half-chord.
This model is applied for rotor-wake interaction on the

homogeneous and heterogeneous stator rows under the assumption
that the cascade effect is negligible.

D. Parry’s Blade Response

The response of a blade due to a potential perturbation from
downstream is modeled in this section. In the case of small enough
rotor–stator spacings, the potential field in the upstreamvicinity of stator
vanes is seen as a downstream distortion by the rotor blades. This
interaction cannot bemodeled by the classical Amiet’s theory because it
represents a contamination at the trailing edge instead of at the leading
edge. Moreover, the amplitude of the velocity perturbation decreases
going upstream, as opposed to a classical unsteady-aerodynamics
approach, where a frozen disturbance is convected downstream by the
flow. Previous studies [28] have modeled this interaction noise by a
reversed Amiet’s resolution formulated on the potential ignoring the
Kutta condition. The modeling is readdressed here with the approach
presented in Parry’s dissertation [29]. A boundary-value problem is
formulated on the pressure imposing the Kutta condition and
considering a complex hydrodynamic wave number to reproduce the
potential decrease. The Kutta condition imposes a zero pressure jump at
the trailing edge. The velocity upwash seen by the rotor blades is
described using the same convention as previously defined in Eq. (7).
The axial wave number is now defined as kc � kx � ikd. kx is the

classic hydrodynamic wave number of the gust, and kd corresponds to
a damping factor. The velocity potential associated with the blade
response satisfies a convectedwave equation that is solved analytically
on an infinite flat plate on which the rigidity condition is imposed.

Parry [29] uses a Wiener–Hopf technique to solve the convected
Helmholtz equation with boundary conditions. When the Kutta
condition is not imposed, the pressure jump is singular at the trailing
edge. Parry removes the singularity by means of a vortex sheet. Here,
the Kutta condition is intrinsic to the formulated problem. An
equivalent approach is adopted by solving the previous system with
Schwarzschild’s technique [30,31]. When applied to finite-chord
airfoils, this method is based on the iterative solving of half-plane
problems, considering alternatively semi-infinite flat plates extending
upstream or downstream from the trailing edge or the leading edge.
The first approximation is solved in two subiterations with

subscripts 0 and 1. The first one consists of applying the rigidity
condition to an artificial infinite flat plate. The solution φ0�xc; 0� of
this first subiteration can then be related to the pressure by

P0 � −ρ0Uw0Aeikc�xc−1� with A � ikd

β
�����������������
μ2 −K2

p (9)

where K � kc �Mkm∕β2.
Then, a new Amiet–Schwarzschild boundary-value problem is

formulated on the additional pressure P1 that is needed to satisfy
the Kutta condition for the total pressure written P � P0 � P1. The
solution for the additional pressure is then given by

P1�x; 0� � ρ0Uw0Aeikc�xc−1�
�
1 −Φ

� �����������������������������������
i�μ�K��xc − 1�

q ��
(10)

where Φ is the complex error function for complex arguments [32].
For the case of a flat plate, oscillations at the trailing-edge are

considered to be in phase opposition, which allows to express the
unsteady lift as two times the pressure l � 2P. This leads to the final
unsteady load expressed in terms of the dimensionless coordinate xc:

lΔ�xc; 0� � 2P�xc; 0� � 2�P0�xc; 0� � P1�xc; 0��
� 2ρ0Uw0g

Δ�xc; kc; 0;M� (11)

with

gΔ�xc; kc; 0;M� � −Aeikc�xc−1�Φ
� �����������������������������������

i�μ�K��xc − 1�
q �

(12)

In Fig. 2, the pressure jump according to the reversed Sears’s
theory [28] is compared with the present formulation that accounts
for theKutta condition. The additional singular termpresentwhen the
Kutta condition is not applied is responsible for an increase in the
pressure jump over the whole chord length and for the singularity at
the trailing edge. Otherwise, when the Kutta condition is applied, the
pressure jump is correctly canceled at the trailing edge, and the
present formulation exactly fits with Parry’s Wiener–Hopf
derivation. In both models, as expected for this kind of interaction,

Fig. 2 Typical chordwise distribution of the unsteady pressure jump
amplitude according to analytical models.
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the unsteady loading concentrates in the trailing-edge region and
strongly decreases in the upstream direction.
This iteration is a good approximation at high frequencies for

which the source is not compact, 2b ≫ λ (where λ is thewavelength).
To extend the model, a further leading-edge correction (second
Amiet–Schwarzschild iteration) should be carried out. This is not
addressed in the present work.
The pressure jump is finally introduced in the radiation integral in

Eq. (3). After some derivations, the chordwise integral is found as

LΔ≡ �
Z

1

−1
e−iBxc lΔ�xc� dxc

� −2ρ0Uw0A
�1� i�e−iB

Θ3

(
ie−2iΘ3E⋆�−2iΘ4�

− i

������������������
Θ4

Θ4 − Θ3

s
E⋆�−2�Θ4 − Θ3��

)
(13)

where Θ3 � kc − B, and Θ4 � �μ�K�. The parameters w0 and kd
of the gust are investigated in the next section.
Thismodel adapted for trailing-edge interactions is formulated in a

way similar to Amiet’s airfoil response and under the assumption of a
negligible cascade effect. This effect could be added in a future work
following the methodology developed for the trailing-edge noise
[33]. In the case of rotor excitation by nonidentical stator vanes, the
heterogeneity is introduced in the expression of the gust through the
value of w0.
All the models presented in this section are available in the

analytical noise prediction code OPTIBRUI developed in the
framework of an industrial consortium.

IV. Excitation Models

A. Analytical Models for the Potential Field

The modeling of the potential field can be achieved with the
classical potential theory or by extracting computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) data.
Potential inviscid theories for two-dimensional flows are

investigated here. Using a conformal mapping, the uniform flow
around a cylinder in rotation can be transformed into the flow around
an isolated airfoil. The mapping reads

Tq: z ↦ z� q2

z
(14)

In the present section, three conformalmappingsTq are investigated
that transform the cylinder into a flat plate, an ellipse, and a thin
Joukowski profile. The parameter q of the conformal mapping and the
originof the complex plane are related to thevane chord, thickness, and
camber at each radius [29,34].The uniformvelocity and angle of attack
of the flow on the vane are extracted from the numerical simulations in
the rotor–stator interstage at each radius. The Kutta condition is
ensured by the value of the circulation around the cylinder.
The velocity field for an isolated profile is then duplicated for each

vane with a spacing s � 2πr∕V, interpolated on the same grid, and
then summed. Compared with the proposed transformation in
Appendix 6 of Parry’s thesis [29], the present potential field does not
include compressibility effects that are presumably negligible in the
present configuration.
The velocity of the duplicated potential field is projected along the

rotor normal direction yc, shown in Fig. 3. �x; y� is a fixed frame of
referencewith the axial origin placed at the rotor trailing edge andwhere
the origin in y is arbitrary. �xc; yc� is a frame of reference attached to
the blade. This upwash velocity upot is then Fourier transformed in the
azimuthal direction y � rθ in Fig. 3, yielding the excitation seen by the
rotor blades at multiples of the rotational frequency:

w�x; y� �
X�∞

m�−∞
Fm�x�eimy�2π∕S�

with Fm�x� �
1

S

Z
S

0

upot�x; y�e−imy�2π∕S� dy (15)

where S � 2πr. In general, the Fourier coefficients do not have closed-
form expressions and cannot be analytically integrated. For that goal,
their decay in the upstream direction is fitted with an exponential axial
evolution:

w�x; y� �
X�∞

m�−∞
ame

bmxeimy�2π∕S� (16)

wheream andbm are computedby interpolation for eachharmonic order
m. This is consistent with the model for potential flow disturbance
proposed by Parker [35,36]. Further on, the CFD database will allow
analyzing the evolution of the potential upwash velocity and verifying
the amplitude and exponential evolution of the coefficients from the
three potential theories. Finally, the upwash expression is expressed in a
reference frame attached to the rotor blade of coordinates�

x � b�xc − 1� cos χR − yc sin χR
y � b�xc − 1� sin χR � yc cos χR

(17)

A single Fourier component of the upwash gust at �xc; yc � 0� is
written

wm�xc; 0� � ame
i�my�2π∕S� sin χR−ibm cos χR�b�xc−1�

� ame
i�kx−ibm cos χR�b�xc−1�

� w0e
ikc�xc−1� (18)

The parameters of the gust are found by identification: w0 � am
and kc � kx − ibm cos χRb, which leads to a damping factor
kd � −bm cos χRb. Those parameters define the velocity disturbance
introduced in Parry’s airfoil responsemodel. TheFourier decomposition
of the upwash done in this section will be also used with potential fields
extracted from CFD simulations in Sec. IV.C for comparison.

B. Identification of the Excitations in the Numerical Simulations

The flow rates for the four simulated configurations are given in
Table 2. The difference between the two stator vane numbers is lower
than 1%, and the difference between the homogeneous and
heterogeneous configurations is almost not noticeable.
This means that the modification of a single vane does not really

affect the flow globally. The instantaneous static pressure and axial
velocity flowfields on two unwrapped cuts of constant radius are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the four simulations. In Fig. 4, the velocity
distributions around the rotor blades and the wake deficits at 50% of
duct height are not noticeably modified. For the configuration with
V � 14 vanes, a flow separation is seen at 80% of duct height on the
stator suction sides in Fig. 5a. This flow separation is suppressed in
the modified vane passage and the preceding one in Fig. 5b. With the
solidity being higher in the V � 26 configuration, the cascade effect
reduces the corner recirculation that cannot be seen anymore at 80%
of duct height in Figs. 5c and 5d. Still, the pressure fields shown on
the upper part of each field map are noticeably affected by the
thickened vane mainly around the stator rows. In the homogeneous

Fig. 3 Geometrical parameters for the computation of the potential
effect of the stator.
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configuration with 14 stator vanes, the pressure patterns around the
stator vanes are quite regular at midsection in Fig. 4a. In its
heterogeneous version, the pressure patterns from the thickened vane
contaminate the neighboring vanes, as shown in Fig. 4b. This is less
clear at 80% of duct height because the unsteady detachment on the
suction sides modifies the pressure distribution (Figs. 5a and 5b).
In the configuration with 26 stator vanes, the pressure patterns

around the stator vanes are also quite regular, but they are affecting
each other. A similar pattern with wider spreading is also clearly
visible in the heterogeneous configuration in Fig. 4d. Concerning the
pressure contours around the rotor blades, no obvious modification
by the heterogeneity or the cascade effect could be identified by
inspection of Figs. 4 and 5. The setup is thus a relevant test case to
isolate the heterogeneity effect on the deterministic rotor–stator
interactions at identical flow parameters.
From the result files saved periodically on a volume including the

rotor and the stator, the pressure and the absolute velocity are
interpolated on a cylindrical regular mesh at several radial locations
using the postprocessing python API Antares [37]. The interpolated
fields can then be averaged in the rotor or stator reference frame to
identify the deterministic excitation of a row by the other one. The
phase-locked averages in the rotor and stator reference frames over
two full rotor revolutions for the heterogeneous configuration with
V � 14 are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. The cut is

performed atmidsection of the duct to avoid the contamination by the
secondary flows; corner vortices are indeed formed at both vane hub
and tip, as already shown by Sanjose et al. [13] (Fig. 4) andGuedeney
and Moreau [38] (Figs. 5–8). The analysis is then reduced to two
dimensions by unwrapping the cut and neglecting the radial velocity
component that is less than 5% of the absolute velocity. Finally, the
velocity field is projected on the normal direction to the considered
blade and expanded in a Fourier series as explained in Sec. IV.A.

C. Potential Interaction

A comparison between the potential distortion fields predicted by
the analytical models and the numerical results is presented in Figs. 7
and 8 for the two heterogeneous stator configurations. Arbitrary
levels of the Fourier coefficientsFm are plotted for different harmonic
orders m and axial positions between the rotor trailing edge and the
stator leading edge.
The first two multiples of the number of vanes V dominate the

spectra by 20 dB. However, all orders will contribute to the rotor
unsteady lift as shown in Sec. III.A. This results from themodification
of onevane, thus breaking the periodicity on the number of stator vanes
V. The global surface shape of these excitation spectra is similar in the
analytical models and the numerical extraction. For the homogeneous
case, not plotted here, the analyticalmodelswould only predict tones at
the multiples of the number of vanes. For all cases, the 3-D surface

Table 2 Flow rates in the rotor–stator interstage as deduced from the four Powerflow calculations

Configuration V � 14, homogeneous V � 14, heterogeneous V � 26, homogeneous V � 26, heterogeneous

Flow rate, kg∕s 54.27 54.27 54.19 54.17

a) Homogeneous - V = 14 b) Heterogeneous - V = 14

c) Homogeneous - V = 26 d) Heterogeneous - V = 26
Fig. 4 Instantaneous flowfield in the rotor–stator interstage at 50% of the section height. Static pressure in the upper maps and axial velocity in the
lower maps.
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suggests a nearly exponential decreasewith the upstreamdistance from
the stator leading edge. In the numerical extraction, the levels always
exceed a background level around−35 dB. This is a numerical artifact
from the interpolations and the time convergence of the average. The

same behavior is observed in the two stator configurations, with the
main harmonic order changing from 14 to 26 due to the different
number of vanes. However, Fig. 8c features an additional peak at the
harmonic order 38 when approaching the rotor trailing edge

a) Homogeneous - V = 14 b) Heterogeneous - V = 14

c) Homogeneous - V = 26 d) Heterogeneous - V = 26
Fig. 5 Instantaneous flowfield in the rotor–stator interstage at 80% of the section height. Static pressure in the upper maps and axial velocity in the
lower maps.

a) Absolute axial velocity field in the rotor reference frame b) Pressure field in the stator reference frame

Fig. 6 Phase-locked averages at midsection of the duct for the heterogeneous configuration with V � 14.
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(smaller axial coordinatex). To better visualize its axial evolution, two-
dimensional plots are given for some selected harmonic orders in
Fig. 9a. This harmonic 38 is seen to reach a plateau at approximately
∼0.7 of the dimensionless interstage coordinate. With the continuous
decrease of the main harmonic 26, at the rotor leading edge, the levels
of the two harmonics become comparable. Anotherminor harmonic of
orderm � 30 has also been plotted to illustrate that not all harmonics
reach a saturation in the heterogeneous case of the high-solidity stator
and to ensure that it is not a numerical artifact.

The origin of such a saturation phenomenon can be traced to a
nonlinear interaction between the stator potential field and the rotor
wake. A first indication is shown in Fig. 9b, where the space Fourier
harmonics 38 of both the wake (rotating pattern) and the potential
stator field (stationary pattern) are seen to merge at about ∼0.7 of the
dimensionless interstage coordinate. The order 38 is unexpected for
the rotor wakes according to analytical linear theories. The latter
predict the nearly exponential decrease for the potential field.
In contrast, nonlinear interactions yielding saturation could be

a) Analytical - Ellipses b) Analytical - Flat Plates

c) Numerical LBM Simulation
Fig. 7 Fourier decomposition of the upwash velocity of the potential distortion for the analytical models and the numerical results in the heterogeneous
configuration (V � 14).

a) Analytical - Ellipses b) Analytical - Flat Plates

c) Numerical LBM Simulation
Fig. 8 Fourier decomposition of the upwash velocity of the potential distortion for the analytical models and the numerical results in the heterogeneous

configuration (V � 26).
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expected in the numerical potential field at high solidity as was found
both experimentally and numerically by Parker [39]. Moreover, by
looking at the axial evolution of the potential upwash velocity
profiles in Fig. 10a, themodification of one vane is seen to perturb the
regular profilewithV lobes, to progressively interferewith theB rotor
wakes, and with the decrease of the potential getting closer to the
rotor, a periodic structure with 38 lobes is observed. This is further
confirmed by looking at the harmonics of the wake and potential
absolute velocity fields at various dimensionless interstage coordinates
(at 15% of the rotor–stator distance in Fig. 10b).
The presence of the harmonic 38 is observed again in the rotor-blade

unsteady loadings in Sec. IV.D, where it is also seen dominant. This
particular mode structure has further been investigated by
decomposing the axial-velocity and pressure fields in both the stator

and rotor reference frames as Fourier time series. The time harmonic of
order 38 can then be reconstructed in the two reference frames, as
shown in Fig. 11. According to linear principles, the time harmonic 38
would only make sense in the rotor reference frame, and the space
harmonic38would only bepresent in the stator reference frame.Yet, in
the present case, both the time and space harmonics are obviously seen
in both reference frames, which confirms the aforementioned
coupling. In the stator reference frame, the mode is trapped in the
interstage, and some acoustic resonance involving three successive
vane passages can be observed in the pressure field, which can be
referred to Parker’s β mode (pressure peak centered at the vane
midchord) weighted by some stationary-wave envelope [35]. In the
rotor reference frame, a particular structure on the pressure field
involving three successive blade passages can be identified, and a clear

Fig. 9 Axial evolution of wake and potential harmonics for the vane count V � 26.

a) Upwash velocity along circumferential
coordinate at several locations in the interstage

b) Wake and potential velocity harmonics at 15% of the
rotor-stator distance

Fig. 10 Wake and potential fields for the vane count V � 26.

Fig. 11 Pressure and axial velocity instantaneous fields of time harmonic 38.
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interaction with the stator vane passage can be seen. In the velocity
field, lobes in the wake following the orientation of the blade are also
found and are especially intense in front of locations in the stator
reference frame, where the saturation of pressure was identified in
Fig. 11a (top). They correspond to large coherent structures, again
supporting Parker’s observations that such nonlinear developing
modes in rotor–stator configurations are forced by the rotor vortex-
shedding structures [40].
For a more quantitative comparison of the analytical and numerical

potential fields, the interpolated exponential coefficients from Eq. (16)
are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 and compared with the extraction for the
homogeneous case.Theam coefficient directly determines thedistortion
amplitude of the gust and bm the rate of axial decay. The numerical
extraction for V � 14 shows identical distortion levels at the vane-
number harmonics. The analytical models overestimate the numerical
extractions foram by5 to 15dBat loworders.Yet the overall trendof the
rate of decrease (bm) is well captured by the twomodels. The analytical
models predict a lineargrowthof the coefficientbmwith theorder,which
means that the distortion with higher harmonic orders will decrease
faster axially. This is also consistent with Parker’s findings [36].
Numerical results seem to reproduce that feature, even though errors
become larger for higher orders. Thebroadbell-shapedhump that canbe
observed at low orders for the numerical results of the heterogeneous
configuration is not reproducedby the analyticalmodels. For this reason,
an additional analytical model was investigated based on a Joukowski
airfoil accounting for both camber and thickness effects. Higher
distortion levels were observed; however, the hump at low orders was
still not observed.
Finally, results are plotted for a stator of 26 vanes in Fig. 13. As

previously mentioned, the harmonic m � 38 is found in the
heterogeneous numerical case. The second harmonic orderm � 2 V
is underpredicted by the analytical models, but numerical results for
am get closer to the analytical predictions at the lowest orders.

In all the investigated cases, the flat-plate potential theory
reproduced the major characteristics of the numerical potential field
accurately. This model is therefore chosen for its simplicity and its
low number of parameters (stagger and chord). It is worth noting that,
even in the homogeneous numerical case, because of flow distortion
in the simulation induced by the filling of the laboratory and the
transition from a square room to a circular bell mouth [41], all orders
are generated, unlike in the ideally periodic analytical models.
However, their level is lower than in the heterogeneous case and often
lay close to the numerical background errors.
Finally, the surface of Fourier coefficients reconstructed from the

interpolations performed for each order using the exponential fit
mentioned in Sec. IV is shown in Fig. 14. The surface is quite similar
to the one shown in Fig. 7c. The exponential fit is then a satisfactory
approximation. It is worth noting that, for the case of harmonic
saturation, the exponential rate of decrease is not captured because
analytical models do not account for this nonlinear phenomenon.

Fig. 12 Exponential-fit parameters of the interpolated Fourier coefficients of the potential upwash velocity for B � 16 and V � 14.

Fig. 13 Exponential-fit parameters of the interpolated Fourier coefficients of the potential upwash velocity for B � 16 and V � 26.

Fig. 14 Interpolated Fourier coefficients of the potential upwash
velocity. Same parameters as in Fig. 7c.
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D. Unsteady Blade Loading

In this section, numerical and analytical unsteady blade loadings are
compared. On the one hand, the analytical unsteady lift is given by
Parry’smodel described in Sec. III.D, choosing the flat-plate distortion
for its best accuracy. On the other hand, numerical pressure jumps are
calculated by a postprocessing of the unsteady numerical simulations
with someapproximations. To be able to compare both approaches, the
numerical pressure jump must be computed at a constant radius and
reduced to the one over a flat plate. The first step consists of performing
a Fourier transform of the unsteady pressure over the blade surface at
the rotational shaft harmonics. Then, a cylindrical cut is unwrapped to
reduce the problem to two dimensions. For each isolated airfoil of the
cascade, the geometrical leading and trailing edges are determined, and
the upper and lower sides of the airfoil are separated. Themean camber
line is approximated by the mean vertical coordinate of two points
having the same dimensionless curvilinear abscissa on the upper and
lower side curves. The pressure jump over the mean camber line is
given by the pressure difference betweenboth sides of samecurvilinear
abscissa. Finally, a simple projection of the mean camber line on the
chord-line axis is done to reduce the pressure jump to that of an
equivalent flat plate. A comparison of the two approaches for the
V � 14 heterogeneous configuration is presented in Fig. 15.
The first harmonic iswell approximated by the analyticalmodelwith

a maximum amplitude of 12, as seen in Fig. 16. The chordwise
dynamics of the loading is similar andmore concentrated in the aft part
of theblade,with adrop at the trailing edge,where theKutta condition is
satisfied. In Fig. 15, harmonics of lower orders due to the heterogeneity
are reproduced by the analytical model but at much smaller amplitudes.
The rate of decreasewith the harmonic order is also far more important
in the analytical model, leading to negligible lift distributions at the
third, fourth, and fifth harmonics. The numerical simulation of the
heterogeneous configuration includes minor inhomogeneities that are
absent in the analytical model. This could make the harmonic decrease
slower. Furthermore, the upstream distortion also affects the blade
loading as described in Sec. IV.F. This means that the numerical
pressure jump includes an additional contribution not included in the
analytical result. It is worth noting that, because of its low-order
azimuthal content, the inlet distortion is expected to induce low-order
harmonics on the blades as observed in Fig. 15b.
In the second stator configuration (V � 26), the numerical

pressure jumps are plotted in Fig. 17. The unexpected orderm � 38
previously observed in Sec. IV.C is still present with the same level as
the first and second harmonics. It is also noted that the unsteady lift
does not decrease with increasing order. Analytical results are not
plotted here because their amplitudes are negligible. In fact, when
increasing the number of stator vanes, and according to the distortion
field description shown in Fig. 13, loads become negligible. Thus, the
high harmonic rate of decrease observed in the previous
configuration is emphasized with a higher stator count, leading to a
high underestimation of the unsteady lift.
To summarize, Parry’s model reproduces some interesting

characteristics of the unsteady lift induced by downstream potential
perturbations fairly well. However, some unrealistic features such as
the harmonic rate of decrease should be investigated, which are
directly linked with the distortion field description.

E. Wake Interaction

From themean field shown in Fig. 6a, the Fourier coefficients of the
absolute velocity can be computed in the interstage region for several
axial positions. Results for the two investigated configurations are
plotted in Fig. 18. As observed by Jaron et al. [42], the first three
harmonics first decrease from the blade trailing edge and then increase.
The higher vane count is also checked to only induce a minor

difference in Fig. 18, mostly on the second harmonic, for which it
reaches the level of the first harmonic at the stator leading edge. Finally,
the heterogeneous vane does not modify the overall axial variation. In
all investigated configurations, thewake-induced upwash on the vanes
will be similar and could be modeled with the same parameters.
The evolution at different spanwise positions is shown in Fig. 19.

The same evolution is obtained close to the hub, but near the casing,
the velocity harmonics demonstrate a rapid decay after the interface
between the rotor and stator domains and then a new rapid increase.
The latter is related to the tip flow that merges with the wake flow.
The rotor-wake impingement will in turn induce unsteady vane

loadings, which are plotted in Fig. 20 for the two different stator
configurations. As expected, loads concentrate at the leading edge
and decrease rapidly toward the trailing edge. The rotor periodicity
emerges clearly in the plot, with the principal harmonics being those
multiples of the blade number. For the stator configuration with

Fig. 15 Comparison of rotor blade loading harmonics as function of harmonic order and chordwise location (V � 14).

Fig. 16 Compared numerical and analytical pressure jumps at the
harmonic orderm � 14 in the heterogeneous configurationwithV � 14.

Fig. 17 Numerical rotor loads (V � 26).
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26 vanes, loads can double at midchord, but the maximum value
recorded at the leading edge remains the same.
Moreover, numerical loading distributions of the main harmonics

m � 16 over the vane chord length are shown for all stator vanes in
Fig. 21. In green, all vane loadings of the homogeneous configuration
are superposed; in both configurations, loads are identical. Despite
the geometrical difference of the modified vane, loads close to the
leading edge have similar level and shape for all configurations.
In fact, the homothetic transformation does not induce a major
modification of the leading edge region, with the thickness of the
airfoil being hardly modified. Yet, as previously mentioned, because
of the higher solidity, loads at midchord are higher for the
configuration with a higher stator count V � 26 (Fig. 21b). In the
heterogeneous configuration with V � 14 stator vanes (Fig. 21a),
stator loads also remain identical for all unmodified vanes, and the
modified vane presents an extended load distribution due to its larger
chord only. For the high-count heterogeneous configuration with

V � 26 stator vanes (Fig. 21b), more variations are seen in the
loadings that are about 40% higher than in the homogeneous
configuration. Indeed, because the solidity is higher, the adjacent
vanes (in red) are strongly perturbed by the modified vane. Finally,
for all configurations, the stator-vane loads are much higher than
those of the rotor blades, and the noise contribution of the wake
impingement is therefore expected to be higher than the potential
interaction noise.

F. Upstream Distortion

One competing mechanism of the potential interaction is the
upstream distortion interaction. As previously found by Sturm et al.
[41,43] with the USI-7 fan mounted in a duct in the Siegen anechoic
wind tunnel, LBM simulations accounting for the full test-rig
installation can capture the inflow distortion and the distortion noise
mechanism accurately. The incoming flowfield is similarly resolved

Fig. 18 Axial variation of the wake Fourier coefficients for the first five harmonics at midspan.

Fig. 19 Axial evolution of the first three harmonics at two other radial positions (V � 26 heterogeneous).

Fig. 20 Stator-vane loading distribution as a function of harmonic order and chordwise location for the homogeneous configurations at midspan.
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in the present LBM simulation setup that accounts for the actual
nacelle geometry and the laboratory volume. To evaluate the
distortion, a time-averaged field is extracted from the simulations in
the duct at CR∕4 upstream of the rotor-blade leading edge. The
upwash velocity fluctuation seen by the rotor is shown for the four
studied configurations in Fig. 22. This fluctuation is obtained by
further subtracting the mean tangential field (zero azimuthal
harmonic). The distortion is actually hardly noticeable in the time-
averaged upwash velocity, demonstrating that the distortion is not as
strong as in the USI-7 configuration and that no clear ingested vortex
can be observed in the ANCF configurations. The main zones of
intense azimuthal variations of the upwash velocity are the areas
close to the casing and the hub as a consequence of developing
boundary layers on the surface wall. All maps in Fig. 22 exhibit a
four-lobe disturbance in the tip region consistent with a square to

circular transition from the computational domain to the nacelle
geometry. Yet, only for the homogeneous configurations, such a
pattern extends over the whole blade span. In the heterogeneous
cases, lower orders seem to dominate, and the distortion appears
stronger for the 14-vane configurations than for the 26-vane ones.
The resulting azimuthal coefficients of the upwash velocity seen

by the rotor are shown in Fig. 23 for three spanwise locations. At
midspan, the amplitude of the upwash velocity is clearly increased by
the heterogeneity of the configurations that involve lower harmonics,
and the distortion is generally lower for the configuration with the
higher vane number, consistent with the distortionmaps in Fig. 22. In
the latter, the distortion is higher close to the casing for all
configurations. At this location, the differences between the
homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations is therefore
mitigated. Moreover, close to the hub and the casing, the harmonics

Fig. 21 Stator-vane loading distribution for the harmonic orderm � 16 as a function of the chordwise location at midspan.

Fig. 22 Upwash velocity fluctuation seen by the rotor due to the upstream distortion.

Fig. 23 Distortion Fourier coefficients of the first 10 harmonics at three span locations with arbitrary decibel scaling.
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of orders p � 4 and p � 8 are noticeably higher than their
neighboring harmonics, consistent with the preceding four-lobe
distortion pattern. This is more clearly seen in the homogeneous
configurations that do not have increased lower harmonics.
The noise from the distortion-interaction mechanism can then be

estimated analytically using this upwash velocity extracted from the
simulations, shown in Fig. 23. Indeed, the sound power level is
calculated byEq. (4) for a homogeneous rotor, withAmiet’s flat-plate
response to evaluate the unsteady lift from this leading-edge
excitation.

V. Sound Predictions: Analytical Modeling Versus
Lattice Boltzmann Method

A. Potential-Interaction Noise

The rotor-noise contribution due to the stator heterogeneity is
investigated in this section using Parry’s blade response extension
computed by Eq. (13) with Goldstein’s analogy given in Eqs. (3) and
(4). As mentioned previously, the rotor blades are divided into 19

strips, on which the velocity perturbation from the flat-plate cascade
given byEq. (16) (modeling the stator as detailed in Sec. IV.C) is used
to compute the isolated blade response given by Eqs. (11) and (12),
which is then integrated over the blade span. For the four
configurations, the upstream and downstream acoustic powers
obtained for the first 10 blade-passing frequencies are shown in
Fig. 24. With V � 14 vanes, the acoustic powers for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations are identical or
show less than 2 dB differences. With V � 26 vanes, the BPF is cut
off in the homogeneous configuration according to Tyler and Sofrin’s
rule (because the excitation is V-periodic) and cut on in the
heterogeneous configuration. All other harmonics are of similar
amplitudes with slightly higher differences than in the low-count
configuration. The maximum difference is obtained for the third
harmonics, with up to 5 dB differences downstream.
The detailed distribution over azimuthal orders of the first three

blade-passing frequencies is given in Fig. 25. The main contribution
comes from the expected Tyler and Sofrin’s modes. The excitation is
predominant for the loading harmonics multiples of V, as shown in

Fig. 24 Acoustic power for the potential distortion noise of the rotor computed from Parry’s flat-plate response with Goldstein’s analogy.

Fig. 25 Upstream acoustic power for the potential interaction noise. Flat-plate cascade computed from Parry’s response with Goldstein’s analogy.
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Figs. 12 and 13. In the heterogeneous configurations, the other
azimuthal modes are generated but have a level at least 20 dB lower
than the main radiating modes.

B. Wake-Interaction Noise

The stator-noise contribution due to the rotor-wake
interactions accounting for heterogeneous vane geometry is
investigated using Amiet’s blade response computed by Eq. (B4)
with Goldstein’s analogy given in Eqs. (4) and (5). Similar to
previous computations, the stator vanes are divided into 19 strips,
on which the excitation from the wake analyzed in Sec. IV.E and
extracted at the midsection plane between the rotor and the stator
is used to compute the vane response that is then integrated over
the vane span. For the four configurations, the upstream and
downstream acoustic powers obtained for the same first 10 blade-
passing frequencies are shown in Fig. 26. The power contribution
is decreasing much more slowly than for the rotor contribution in
Fig. 24, making the rotor-wake interaction the dominant noise
source, except for the first BPF. This could be questioned were

the fast distortion decrease in the analytical model proved to be
abusive. The tone-level differences between the homogeneous
and heterogeneous configurations is this time stronger with
V � 14; the levels are about 5 dB higher for the homogeneous
configuration on the first five harmonics. For the higher vane
number, the amplitudes predicted in the homogeneous and
heterogeneous configurations are similar for all tones, except for
the first one, which is cut-off in the homogeneous configuration
and cut-on in the heterogeneous configuration. Because of the
increase of vane number, the configuration V � 26 generally
produces higher noise levels than the configuration V � 14.
The detailed distribution over azimuthal orders of the first three

blade-passing frequencies is reported in Fig. 27. As for the previous
mechanism, the main contribution comes from Tyler and Sofrin’s
modes. The other modes are again generated by the heterogeneity but
have lower amplitudes by about 20 dB, except for the first harmonics.
Apart from Tyler and Sofrin’s modes, the modal amplitudes are
relatively constant, whereas they were found to decrease for the rotor
contribution in Fig. 25.

Fig. 26 Acoustic power spectra for the rotor-wake interaction noise computed from Amiet’s response with Goldstein’s analogy.

Fig. 27 Upstream acoustic power for the rotor-wake interaction noise computed from Amiet’s response with Goldstein’s analogy.
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C. Comparison with Direct Acoustic Simulations

The acousticmodal distribution is extracted from the simulation by
projecting the azimuthal pressure coefficient recorded on a regular
grid onto the radial shape functions of the infinite duct [11,13]. The
extraction at high-frequency sampling recorded upstream of the rotor
is interpolated onto a regular grid of 180 × 50 points in azimuthal and
radial directions respectively. The Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse
algorithm as implemented in Matlab is used for least-square analysis
of the overdetermined system.
In Fig. 28, the modal power distribution over the azimuthal

orders is shown at the second blade-passing frequency for the
four configurations. The contributions from the wake-interaction
noise and the potential-interaction noise according to the
analytical modeling are shown separately. The wake contribution
is largely prevailing. In the numerical simulations, the radiating
modes appear above 60 dB, with the remaining amplitudes in the
homogeneous configurations being due to the inflow distortion
as clearly recovered by the analytical calculations. For
heterogeneous configurations, the amplitudes of modes other
than Tyler and Sofrin’s modes are largely higher than the level of
inflow distortion noise. This is a clear demonstration of the
impact of the heterogeneity on the acoustic radiation as resolved
by the simulations. Despite the increase in distortion in the
heterogeneous configuration, the resulting increase in acoustic
power is negligible. The acoustic power related to the effect of
the stator potential field on the rotor is negligible compared with
the upstream distortion contribution, as illustrated for instance
for both configurations V � 26 in the upstream direction in
Fig. 29. But it should be stressed again that the amount of
potential distortion is quite moderate in the present study. The
analytical prediction for the wake-interaction noise over-
estimates the modes detected in the simulation by 5 to 10 dB, in
agreement with previous comparisons for other homogeneous
configurations [13]. Nevertheless, the overall distribution and
evolution of the modal spectrum for the wake interaction is in
good agreement with the numerical extractions.

VI. Conclusions

Simulations using the lattice Boltzmannmethod as implemented
in Powerflow 5.0 have been successfully performed on the baseline
and modified configurations of the NASA Active Noise Control
Fan (ANCF) test rig. This fan–outlet guiding vane mockup is used
as a reference case typical of low-speed high-bypass-ratio engines.
Four configurations have been simulated: two homogeneous with
14 and 26 identical vanes, and two heterogeneous in which a single
vane of the stator is enlarged by a scale factor of 1.5. The noise
originating from the potential effect induced on the rotor by the
stator heterogeneity, from the upstream distortion, and from the
homogeneous rotor-wake interaction with the heterogeneous stator
has been investigated and compared with predictions using
analytical aeroacoustic models with in-duct propagation. The
classical Amiet’s response for the wake impingement on the stator
and the upstream distortion interaction with the rotor is used,
whereas Parry’s response for the impact of the potential field on the
rotor row has been reformulated using Schwarzschild’s technique.
For the latter, the previously developed reversed Sears analytical
model for the potential interaction has been extended to account
for the Kutta condition at the rotor trailing edges and shown to
be equivalent to Parry’s approach based on the Wiener–Hopf
technique. The three distinct excitations are extracted from the
numerical simulations and compared with simplified analytical
excitation models. The inviscid theory for two-dimensional
uniform flow past flat plates is sufficient to predict the main trends
of the evolution of the potential excitation seen by the rotor, and
Jaron’s wake model provides a good understanding of the wake
evolution in the simulated configurations. The modeled potential
harmonics show the same axial variations with mode order as
Parker’s model and measurements for all configurations. Only the
saturation of some harmonics of the potential distortion attributed
to nonlinear interaction between the stator potential field and the
rotor wakes is missed by the proposed linear model, which is also
consistent with Parker’s previous experimental and numerical
results. Finally, the acoustic predictions and the distribution of the

Fig. 28 Upstream modal powers of the second BPF harmonic. Comparison between numerical simulation and analytical predictions for the upstream

distortion-interaction noise, the potential-interaction noise, and the wake-interaction noise.

Fig. 29 Upstream acoustic power spectra for all noise mechanisms in the configuration V � 26.
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acoustic modal power over the azimuthal mode orders are
compared with direct acoustic information extracted from the
simulation and decomposed in acoustic duct modes. The wake
contribution is the dominant noise source in the present
configurations. The heterogeneity strongly affects the distribution
of the acoustic power on azimuthal orders by relaxing Tyler and
Sofrin’s rule. The analytical predictions overestimate the
numerical simulations, but the relative amplitudes of the dominant
and secondary modes arewell captured, providing a simplified tool
to estimate the acoustic levels and their distribution over modes in
complex configurations. Finally, an acoustic resonance (Parker’s β
mode) has been evidenced in a coupled simulation for the first time.

Appendix A: In-Duct Green Function

Green’s function in the time domain for an infinite annular duct can
be expanded on the duct mode basis from that for the Helmholtz
equation in the frequency domain using the indices n and j for the
circumferential and radial modes, respectively:

G�x; tjx 0; τ� � i

4π

X�∞

n�−∞

X�∞

j�0

Enj�r 0�Enj�r�ein�θ−θ 0�

Γnj

×
Z

∞

−∞

e−i�γ
�
nj�x−x 0��ω�t−τ��

κnj
dω (A1)

where k0 � ω∕c0, and Enj�r� � Nnj�cos τnjJn�χnjr�
− sin τnjYn�χnjr�� is the duct radial function defined by Rienstra
and Hirschberg [44] depending on the eigenvalue χnj and of norm
Γnj � 2πR2

T , where

τnj � arctan

�
Jn�χnjRH�
Yn�χnjRH�

�
(A2)

Nnj �
���
2

p

2
πχnjRT

�
1 − n2∕�χ2njR2

T�
Jn�χnjRT�2 � Yn�χnjRT�2

−
1 − n2∕�χ2njR2

H�
Jn�χnjRH�2 � Yn�χnjRH�2

�−1
(A3)

γ�nj � �Mak0 � κnj�∕β2 is the axial acoustic wave number, and
κ2nj � k20 − β2χ2nj. The superscript � is related to the direction of
propagation for x > x0 and x < x0, respectively. x0 is the position of
the source plane.

Appendix B: Amiet’s Blade Response

For low frequencies such that μ < 0.4, the normalized pressure
jump follows Sears’s compressible response:

g⋆�xc; kx; 0;M� � 1

πβ

��������������
1 − xc
1� xc

s
S⋆
�
kx
β2

�
e−i�kx∕β2��M2xc�f�M�� (B1)

where f�M� � �1 − β� ln M� β ln �1� β� − ln 2, and the complex
conjugate of Sears’s function defined as

S⋆�X� � 2

πX��J0�X� − Y1�X�� − i�J1�X� � Y0�X���
(B2)

At higher frequencies for which the chord is not compact, Amiet’s
response [27] is used instead:

g⋆�xc; kx; 0;M� � ei�π∕4�eiμ�1−M��1−xc�−kx

π
����������������������������
2π�1�M�kx

p
×

 ��������������
2

1� xc

s
− 1� �1 − i�E�2μ�1 − xc��

!
(B3)

The chordwise integral

L �
Z

1

−1
e−iBxc l�xc� dxc

withB � b�γ�nj cos χ − �n∕r 0� sin χ� for Amiet’s response is given as

L � 2πρ0Uw0�I1 � I2� (B4)

with:

I1 �
2eiΘ2

π
����������������������
�1�M�kx

p ES�2Θ1� (B5)

I2 �
2eiΘ2

πΘ1

����������������������������
2π�1�M�kx

p �
i�1 − e−i2Θ1 �

� i�1 − i��
������
4μ

p
e−i2Θ1Es�2�μ�1�M� � B�� − E�4μ��

�
(B6)

where Θ1 � B − μ�1 −M�, and Θ2 � B − kx � �π∕4�. The
functions ES and ES that are providing stable computations with
complex arguments [32] are related to the complex error function
Φ�0� as

ES�z� � E⋆�z����
z

p � 1 − i

2

Φ�0�� ����
iz

p ����
z

p

Es�z� � E�z����
z

p � 1� i

2

Φ�0�� ��������
−iz

p ����
z

p (B7)
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